


The key purpose of SINL is to create innovative value providing an optimal digital solution in the entire process of logistics
from production to consumption through digital transformation amid an accelerating shift towards smart logistics in the
industry. SINL provides extensive multi-services including e-commerce fulfillment services, as well as high value 3PL 
logistics and terminal CFS logistics services by optimizing a customer's logistics operation process using a different smart 
logistics system with logistics experts, and is expanding and advancing the businesses thereby.  

ABOUT US



SINL Incheon New Port Smart Logistics Center obtained the first smart logistics
center certification of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport in Incheon.

The smart logistics center certification is granted to excellent logistics centers 
that meet the standard of high-tech logistics center having a cutting-edge and 
automated logistics facility and efficient and safe management system, 
along with administrative and financial benefits.
In particular, we are proven to have a different competitiveness in operating 3PL
services and digital e-commerce fulfillment services across the board 
from receipt/release management, storage, distribution, processing, inspection
and transport in cooperation with the nation's first nonferrous
metal material platform, Sorin.com through the smart center certification.

SMART LOGISTICS CENTER

Drive your innovation beyond logistics

Optimum geographical accessibility
  
Around 1 km away from Incheon New Port in linear
distance, which gives optimum geographical 
accessibility for import/export CFS, cargo storage
and transport work (permitted bonded area)

Various logistics services in connection 
with logistics centers
  
Various digital logistics services from storage to 
transport, terminal CFS/LCL, 3PL logistics, multimodal
transport arrangement and e-commerce fulfillment

Best infrastructure/facility
  
A ramp structure that has 2 stories above the ground
with a total floor area of approximately 7,000 pyeong
which can accommodate 34 container trailers 
at once in each floor. We have the basic infrastructure
and facility for last mile logistics operation 
with a 1/2-level rack facility.

SINL smart logistics solution
  
Digital IT services using Concall (automatic car 
dispatching platform) operation, as well as best 
certified logistics systems (OMS, WMS, TMS) and 
shipper collaboration web



MISSION & VISION

MISSION
We plan to make new innovations and challenges continuously to provide innovative and smart logistics services to 
customers, and further grow into a digital 3PL-specialized company that provides e-commerce fulfillment services in 
connection with various e-commerce platforms in and out of the country. 
 
VISION
We pursue creating an innovative value providing a smart logistics solution by optimizing a customer's logistics 
operation process across the board through digital transformation.

People &
Culture

Organizational culture where 
talent can grow and flourish

 with the organization

Smart
Challenge

Great accomplishment from
practical challenges of talented 

organizational members
 at every moment

Disruptive
Innovation

Disruptive innovation to
achieve infinite growth

Overview of SINL Incheon New Port Smart Logistics Center

Photo source : provided by Incheon Port Authority

Distance from 
Incheon New Port

0.9 Km

Total floor area

23,256 ㎡

Capacity

13,200 Pallet

1/2-level connection ramp dock

1F - 19 Dock
2F - 15 Dock

Geographical accessibility
Performs the role of harbor logistics base using the geographical accessibility to Container terminal 2 Incheon New Port
(handling volume: 3,300,000 TEU/year)
 
Volume of transport
Covers the volume of transport in the entire capital area
 
Optimum locational condition
Can handle the volume of transport going in and out of major industrial complexes in capital area such as Namdong 
Industrial Complex, Sihwa Industrial Complex and Banwol Industrial Complex and terminal



Drive your innovation beyond logistics

COMPANY BUSINESS AREA

Storage business

We provide extensive storage services 
from goods inspection and weighing 
to distribution, processing and repair, 
high value-added product storage and 
further to special cargos based on the 
optimized storage service by type of 
cargo using SINL smart logistics 
solution.

Multimodal transport 
arrangement

CFS / LCL

We provide terminal-based bundle 
storage/work, packaging/transport 
and LCL cargo console services for 
export.

3PL LOGISTICS SERVICE

We provide an integrated logistics 
service to meet various customers' 
needs for third-party logistics 
outsourcing service such as import/ex-
port, domestic transport, stock man-
agement and release.

CARGO TRANSPORTATION
SERVICE

We provide optimum transport servic-
es with top domestic partners using 
the logistics network bases, including 
container and general cargo transport.

E-COMMERCE FULFILLMENT

We provide e-commerce fulfillment 
services, including nonferrous metal 
storage, packing, transport and stock 
management using a high-tech 
logistics solution and facility by 
connecting with e-commerce 
platforms.

We provide one-stop international 
logistics arrangement services by type 
of freight such as multimodal trans-
port arrangement (sea/air/land), 
customs clearance and cargo insur-
ance purchase.



Drive your innovation beyond logistics
SINL smart logistics service secures a quick logistics response base by 
advancing the function of logistics service with high-tech logistics s
ystems and logistics facilities and provides customers with a key driver
for digital transformation beyond their needs.
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